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We are on the verge of 2015, and the times of
lugging heavy vinyl bags and large, indestructible CD cases seem to be over. These days most
of us, including myself, have turned to a preferred
DJ MIDI controller and software package which
compliments our personal styles and preferences
from the abundance of options out there. I’m sure
many of you will agree that with advances in DJ
technology, software and music accessibility the
art of performing as a DJ has also evolved from
just simply blending songs together.
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We are on the verge of 2015, and the
times of lugging heavy vinyl bags and
large, indestructible CD cases seem to be
over. These days most of us, including myself, have turned to a preferred DJ MIDI
controller and software package which
compliments our personal styles and
preferences from the abundance of options out there. I’m sure many of you will
agree that with advances in DJ technology, software and music accessibility the
art of performing as a DJ has also evolved
from just simply blending songs together.
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Whether you view it as a positive or a negative,
everybody seems to be a DJ of sorts nowadays so
standing out from the crowd is essential for any
serious professional performer. So, how do we do
that? We go out into the big, bad, competitive
world. We arm ourselves with the best tools for
the job, spending countless hours practicing our
trade, learning every trick we can to improve and
be creative with the equipment we have chosen
to use, and that, is the trickiest part. How do we
decipher what is the ‘right’ equipment choice?
We all know that some manufacturers lead the
way in the DJ world and others target those at
earlier points of their performing careers. Before
experiencing Reloop’s Terminal Mix 8 controller, I
have to be honest, I believed Reloop to be the latter. Reloop are still a relatively young brand in the
DJ universe, however it is evident that in the last
few years improvements, research and workmanship developments have been phenomenal.
Writing as a regular user of a particular flagship
DJ controller I was skeptical of what was achievable from the Terminal Mix 8. I personally enjoy
using various effects in live sets and currently use
my setup in both club/bar environments as well
as for mobile performances. Therefore versatility,
durability and creative qualities were all key areas
I sought to explore with the Terminal Mix 8 when
comparing it to my current controller. Let’s not
beat around the bush, I was unexpectedly stunned!
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The Terminal Mix
8 is visually exquisite
with vibrant colours to indicate every button, pad and knob
across the cleverly thought out and
practical surface layout. A deep
knowledge and understanding of its
users’ working environments is evident immediately upon finding the
‘dimming level’ knob, just in case the
Terminal Mix 8 is too bright in that
dark underground club room. Large,
swappable/customisable knobs
across the surface of the controller
not only allow you to create your
own identity with your new controller but also make the Terminal Mix
8 functionally exemplary. I would
even argue that some flagship companies should take note of this size
difference. Not all of us have skinny
delicate fingers and it seems that
in Reloop we finally have a brand
that have considered the sausage
fingered amongst us!
Likewise, the XXL jog wheels won’t
go unnoticed and are surprisingly
accurate and responsive. As regular
readers may be aware, I am a jog
wheel connoisseur of sorts and I feel
strongly that any controller failing
to get this vital part of the design
correct may as well go back to the
drawing board. The Terminal Mix
8’s wheels pass the test, although it
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would be nice if they were slightly
more resistant or even adjustable
to suit the users’ weight preference
perhaps? Overall, they feel expensive, durable and would put a smile
on the face of any hardcore scratching expert.
Although not a new addition to Reloop’s products, one of my favourite features on the Terminal Mix 8
controller are the pop out knobs
on the front and back of the unit.
They not only add to the aesthetic
pleasure you get from this work of
art, but they are by far the most

sensible idea anybody has had for
technology which is often used in
dark places where standard knobs
sticking out from the front frequently get knocked and broken.
These knobs are used for the ‘mic
tone’, ‘mic volume’ and ‘headphone
volume’ amongst others and really
do give you a sense of indulgence.
Speaking of indulgence, the Terminal
Mix 8’s sample/hot cue pads are divine. Thoughts of Rolls Royce, Rolex
and Versace come to mind when using them simply due to their sheer
quality. No expense has been spared
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on the Terminal Mix 8 and the longer
I spent time with it, the more that
became clear. The pads themselves
are faultless, perfectly sized and
fantastic to use whether it be for
firing off your pre-prepared samples
or hot cueing and dropping acapellas to create live remixes. They also
work intimately with Serato’s ‘beat
slicing’ function which is particularly
useful when manually programming
acapella track tempos which, more
often than not, are automatically
incorrect.
Something else that struck me when
I initially removed the packaging of
the Terminal Mix 8 was how heavy
and solid it is. Again, this instilled
confidence in me and reassured me
that I wasn’t dealing with a toy. Its
tank-like metal body is built to last
and will easily endure years of the
natural beating that all of our equipment takes during mobile DJ performances. In summary, at its pricing
level, I have not seen or experienced
anything close in terms of strength
and durability.

time consuming - if we can find a
pre-programmed map or better
still a factory set ‘native’ map that
works exactly how we want from
the get go. Reloop over the years
has obviously listened to its users
and worked alongside performing
professionals to get this right and,
again, the results are remarkably
impressive. I have used equipment
from Pioneer, Allen & Heath and
Denon - to name a few - that isn’t
as cleverly mapped as the Terminal
Mix 8. It simply makes sense. Every
function, effect and result you wish
to achieve works likes you would
expect it to. This is quite difficult
to explain, but experienced DJs will
understand how irritating it can be
sometimes when perhaps you can’t
change a loop size on-the-fly or automate the feedback controls on an
echo or reverb effect without either
remapping or resorting to your laptop’s mouse pad.
Honestly, I have never been so inspired and excited. Every function
or scenario I thought up to try and
catch the Terminal Mix 8 controller
out resulted in me being pleasantly
surprised. This logical, practical, yet
arguably complex mapping really
does put the Terminal Mix 8 at the
top of its class and easily amongst

the top tier of DJ controllers available right now. It allows users to really
test their own limits as performers
and with the complimentary Serato
software that is coupled with the
Terminal Mix 8 it may be cliché to
say this but the sky is the limit!
One other key point that really
splits the men from the boys with
DJ controllers is latency and responsiveness. Now, of course, this does
sometimes call into question the
power of the PC/Mac but assuming
you are running an adequate system
the Terminal Mix 8 is, again, flawless.
Other than a slightly excitable jog
wheel when scratching, every function works with zero latency and
with impressive accuracy.
The sound quality emitted from the
Terminal Mix 8 is also incredibly astute. Even when run through a pair
of high-end studio monitors, the
combination of Serato’s processing
power and the premium electronic
components within the unit result in
a warm, full fat sound that will compliment even the highest quality of
mobile PA systems.
With every rainbow there has to be
rain, but with the Terminal Mix 8 this
could be considered to be a light,

Most DJ controllers these days are
completely customisable when it
comes to MIDI mapping them to
work how we like. Although, it is
always nice - not to mention less
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summer’s day drizzle. Reloop’s new
flagship controller performs way
beyond expectation, but it is not
without a couple of niggles.
The rubber cue and play buttons,
despite them feeling quite strong,
I feel may wear over time and usage. On a unit that is this good and
destined for success why not push
the boundaries of extravagance,
skip the possibly more durable
plastic option and opt for some
form of metal equivalent for these
vital buttons and really boast that
luxurious, premium feel? (I guess
the answer is cost – but we can all
dream!)
Possibly the most disappointing
aspect of the Terminal Mix 8 is the
exclusion of balanced XLR outputs
and microphone input. Again, this
would have been the icing on an
already beautifully decorated and
delicious cake. In addition to that, a
3 band EQ section for microphone
tonality wouldn’t have gone a miss,
despite the inclusion of the single-
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band microphone tone control knob
on the front of the unit.
One other essential missing piece
to this jigsaw is the lack of LED
volume indicators on each channel.
Of course, it is arguable that you
can monitor the sound levels in the
paired Serato software and on each
active deck via the two channel LED
indicators, but it is so much more upsetting that this has been neglected
because the Terminal Mix 8 is perfect and DJ heaven in almost every
other way. The only other desire left
unfulfilled is that, although a vibrant
blue LED indicates when your pitch
control is at 0%, a small bump or
catch similar to those found on
the Pioneer equivalent would have
been a nice feature just for that additional physical feedback.
I remember when Reloop was a new,
young brand launching into the DJ
world and some of its products
and build quality were somewhat
questionable. Erase that thought!
The Terminal Mix 8 DJ controller

is disputably one of the best on
the market that I have had experience of and should have some of
the big boys unsettled. Considering the price is a fraction of some
of the flagship controllers on the
market from other highly reputable
manufacturers it’s difficult for me to
fathom a reason why I would pick
them over the Terminal Mix 8. It is
a stunning demonstration of what
Reloop are capable of and will allow any performer, at any level, to
test their skills and limits. If you are
still skeptical about Reloop and the
quality of the Terminal Mix 8, as I
was prior to using it, I suggest you
visit your local retailer and try it out
for yourself. I’m sure, like me, you
will find that the only major aspect
of this controller that Reloop seem
to have got wrong is the worryingly
inexpensive price! The Terminal
Mix 8 is an exemplary product, at a
price which qualifies for bargain of
the year!!
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